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Razeen Hussain

Abstract
Recent years have seen the virtual reality field flourish with the introduction of
low cost VR devices. However, many problematics still remain such as heavy
processing requirements, hardware limitations and the need for portability.
Due to these, users tend to feel discomfort after long exposure to a VR device.
These issues need to be addressed to achieve the full potential VR technology
possesses. To this aim, this work addresses some of the perceptual issues prevalent in the modern VR technology. Visual stimuli plays an important role
in how users perceive and interact with the virtual world. However, there are
many discrepancies between how humans visually perceive in the real world
and how they perceive in the virtual world. In VR devices, the stimuli is presented in pin-sharp focus which is different to how the stimuli is processed in the
real world where humans convergence their eyes and alter their accommodation to focus on objects in the environment.
To address perceptual discrepancies in VR systems, we have developed
frameworks that alter the visual stimuli. The first system aims to introduce
space-variant blurring in VR environments. The technique developed takes
inspiration from the human visual system and adopts a hybrid approach to
introduce multi-region foveation and depth-of-field effects into the rendering
pipeline. The system can be integrated to any VR device and application. The
effectiveness of the technique was validated through a user study on cybersickness. Users were exposed to a virtual environment for a fixed duration of time
and the induced level of cybersickness was measured through self-assessment
questionnaires and physiological signals. Overall, the system was able to reduce cybersickness levels by 66%. Other factors such as gender and age were
also evaluated.
Depth perception is a crucial part of how humans behave and interact with
their environment. Convergence and accommodation are two important depth
cues. However, when humans are immersed into the virtual environments,
they experience a mismatch between these cues. This mismatch causes users
to feel a discomfort while also hindering their ability to fully perceive object
distances. To this aim, a user study was conducted on depth perception. The
visual stimuli was altered with the developed spatial blurring technique. The
study yielded a 27% improvement in user performance.
Overall, the research aimed at bridging the gap between visual perception
in the real world and the virtual one. The work done demonstrates how visual
stimuli can be modified to allow users to achieve a more natural interaction
with the virtual environment.
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PART I

Context
The following part aims to introduce the various problems with the
current virtual reality technology that will be tackled in the thesis.

1
Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) technology has seen a major boom in the past decade due
to the introduction of affordable commercial Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs)
such as the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive. These HMDs are compact and lightweight allowing portability and ease of installation.
VR is not a new technology. It has existed since the 1960s when the first
immersive device, Sensorama was introduced [35]. Initial applications mainly
focused on military training, flight simulations and multimedia production.
However, their scope has since been expanded and are now widely applied to
video games, medical training, education and cinemas.
Virtual reality in essence is the use of a computer technology to generate
a simulated environment. However, unlike most traditional user interfaces in
which the users view a screen in front of them, VR places the user inside the
virtual world. The users are able to interact with 3D objects, but also senses
such as vision, touch and hearing can be simulated. Thus, allowing a fully
immersive experience.
When addressing VR, it is important to distinguish between immersive and
non-immersive technologies. Non-immersive media encompasses the traditional user interface where a screen is placed in front of the user usually
through a monitor. The users experience the virtual content without their
Field-of-View (FoV) being occluded. This generates the feeling of being involved in the virtual space but not being able to simulate actually being there.
On the other case, immersive media utilizes room-filling technologies and/or
head-mounted displays which occlude the real world surrounding the users
and allows them to not only see the virtual content but also to explore and
interact with the virtual world. This offers a greater sense of presence. Examples of immersive media include Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed Reality (MR), holoprescence and many more.
In case of Three-Dimensional (3D) content, the users are able to see a flat
sphere of visual content around them which adapts to the user’s Point-ofView (PoV) i.e., position and orientation, managed by 3 Degrees-of-Freedom
(DOF). While in the case of Extended Reality (XR) (VR, AR, MR), user experience is mapped onto the physical space allowing a deeper interaction. This is
known as 6 DOF. Immersive media can fall into either 3DOF or 6DOF categories.
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The immersive media industry is worth billions of dollars and VR shares a
significant chunk of the share [2].
The efficacy of VR setups to any area of application can be categorized
through two important concepts, namely the sense of presence and sense of
immersion [91]. From a technical aspect, immersion is achieved by removing
as many real world sensations as possible and replacing them with sensations
from the Virtual Environment (VE) [51]. Immersion is intended to make the
user feel as if they have left the real world and are now present in the virtual
one [96]. This notion of being present is central to VE. Whereas immersion is
a technology related objective aspect of VR, presence is a psychological, perceptual and cognitive consequence of immersion. Thus, the sense of presence
is a psychological perception of being in the VE [25, 93]. The degree to which
the sense of presence resonates with each user will differ based on display
and human factors. For example, awareness of physical objects can diminish
the subjective illusion while internal factors such as immersion propensity and
social factors such as interaction with virtual characters can affect the sense of
presence.
The potential VR technology possesses has aroused the interest of a diverse
group of researchers ranging from applications to data visualization [24, 70,
76], serious games [17, 27], machine learning datasets [64, 117], modelling and
testing complex engineering systems [8, 108, 115], flight and military simulations [58, 67], computer-assisted surgical training and procedures [41, 59, 116],
physical rehabilitation [40, 56, 100], sports [107], and human psychology [88,
113].
The advent of VR technology has opened up a broad set of possibilities that
can address real world problems without involving the life threatening exercises that are posed in the real world. However, the current VR technology is far
from perfect. Although there are various studies and corresponding guidelines
found in literature on how to design virtual setups, there are still some limitations posed by the spatial and perceptual limitations of the current generations
of VR HMDs.
How humans perceive the real world is different to how they perceive the
virtual world. The aim of this research is to highlight some of the perceptual
and interaction issues faced by the immersive media community and possible
solutions to tackle them. The context is in the research setup, however, the
results found can be generalized to any immersive media application ranging
from training to entertainment.

1.1 Motivation
An important factor considered during the VR application design process is
how users will perceive the stimuli. Stimuli can be visual, auditory or olfactory. Due to the hardware limitations of common HMDs, olfactory stimuli are
rarely available in immersive media technologies. On the other hand, visual
and auditory stimuli are present in most consumer devices. However, visual
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stimuli dominates the user experience when it comes to XR. Current AR/VR
technology presents the visual stimuli on a screen placed at a fixed distance
from the user’s eyes. The users converge or diverge their eyes to focus at different objects in the scene. However, the lens in the eye does not contract or
expand since the accommodation remains constant. This leads to mismatching visual cues and leads to visual fatigue or cybersickness. Hardware-based
solutions to such issues are present, however, these solutions are not compact
enough to be adopted by the consumer industry. So, software-based solutions
need to be found.
With the recent introduction of eye tracking to consumer VR technology, a
new direction has been opened on how users interact with the virtual world.
It is now possible to identify areas generating user attention at each given
moment of time. This allows VR application developers and researchers to
modify the visual stimuli in real-time by highlighting objects that require user
attention or simply by rendering specific areas of the screen to where the user
is looking.
VR has the advantage of offering a well-controlled experimental setup while
still giving the subject freedom of movement and placing it in a relatively
natural environment. It is possible for the subject to look in all directions by
moving the head, just like in the real world. This opens up a whole a new avenue of research and training. Experimental sessions such as those pertaining
to behavioural psychology can be conducted where the user is exposed to various scenarios and their behaviours are studied. VR allows even life threatening
scenarios to be presented as an example without posing any threat to human
life. Applications such as rehabilitation therapy allows patients to recover their
cognitive abilities. In order for this wide range of application domains to be
widely adopted, it is crucial that the problematics of current VR technology be
addressed.
In this research, I am planning to explore how humans perceive visual stimuli in immersive media technologies. More specifically, how the virtual content
can be adapted to provide a real world like experience. The inspiration of the
work yields from the understanding of the human visual system and how
visual perception works in the real world. There are various ways and tools
to achieve a natural interaction in VR, however, the focus of the work in this
thesis is on visual perception in VEs.

1.2 Contribution
The main contributions of this thesis consists in the development of a softwarebased solution for addressing cybersickness in VR systems.
The system is inspired from the human visual system. The system aims to
introduce spatial blurring effects into VR setups. Spatial resolution in human
vision is not constant. It is highest in the foveal region and degrades as it
moves towards the periphery. For VR systems to one day fully compete with or
replace real world experience, it should be able to provide visual cues similar
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to the real world. The developed system uses a hybrid approach to introduce
artifact free spatial blurring for VR systems. The approach combines foveation
and Depth-of-Field (DoF) effects, both processes present in nature. The system
was integrated with an eye tracking setup to provide gaze-contingency.
The system was then validated through a user study on cybersickness. The
aim was to understand whether the spatial blurring setup can help mitigate
the onset of cybersickness. The user study was conducted on a VR headset. A
virtual roller-coaster environment was used to induce cybersickness to users.
Three experimental conditions were considered for comparison. The first was
with the developed foveated DoF effects enabled, the second one was with the
Unity in-built DoF effect and the third one was the normal viewing condition
(without any effects).
Another user study was conducted on the developed foveated DoF effects.
This study focused on depth perception in VE. The users were shown cluttered
environments and had to identify objects at the same distance to a reference
object. Two experimental conditions were considered, one with the spatial
blurring enable and the other with it disabled.
The data recorded in both experimental sessions was both quantitative and
qualitative such as the user gaze and self-assessment questionnaires. This allowed us to examine both the user performance in terms of accuracy and
precision but also their user experience, in terms of immersion and fatigue
symptoms.

1.3 Outline
The next chapter introduces the state of the art technologies and software
frameworks currently available for VR devices along with some relevant interaction and perception modalities. How humans perceive the virtual world
and some related issues will also be discussed.
Next, the research work carried out during the thesis will be described
(Chapters 3 and 4). More specifically, Chapter 3 focuses on the work done on
mitigating cybersickness and Chapter 4 concentrates on understanding how
to improve depth perception through visual perception. Section 3.1 introduces
the spatial blurring system developed for VR systems. In Section 3.2, the experimental study conducted to verify the effectiveness of the developed foveated
DoF effects is explained. Section 4.1 details the pilot study conducted on depth
perception.
Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss the research findings with respect to the original research questions and Chapter 6 will describe some open issues and
possible future developments.
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PART II

State of the Art
The following part aims to introduce all the state of the art required to understand the research work described in the thesis.
Since various fields are involved such as visual perception in immersive virtual environments and user experience assessment, a
multidisciplinary and heterogeneous approach is used.

2
Background
2.1 VR Devices
Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer generated environment with virtual objects
and scenes shown to the users making them feel as if they are immersed into
their new surroundings. This environment is perceived through a device referred to as a VR headset or helmet. The most common type of device is a
Head-Mounted Display (HMD). Other devices include room filling technologies.

Figure 1: Examples of the VR devices. a) Room-filling technology (CAVE). b) Mobile
headset (Google Cardboard). c) Tethered device (HTC Vive Pro). d) Standalone setup (Oculus Quest).

The current age of Virtual Reality (VR) began in 2010 when the first prototype of a VR headset was introduced by Palmer Luckey through a kick starter
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campaign. This device would later evolve into the Oculus Rift1 which was later
bought by Meta (known as Facebook at that time). As time progressed, more
competitors emerged such as the HTC Vive2 and Sony Playstation VR3 . Soon,
smartphone based VR devices entered the market such as the Samsung Gear
VR4 and Google Cardboard5 .
VR headsets normally come with a tethered setup in which the HMDs are
wired to a high-end computer with a dedicated graphics card. These devices
require high processing power so typically a minimum of 4GB RAM is required along with a powerful processor. This tethered setup is due to the
fact that performing on-board computations of such high processing power
requires specialized equipment which can be heavy and potentially ruin the
immersive experience.
Recently, a new generation of devices such as Oculus Quest6 and HTC Vive
Focus7 have been introduced which are portable as they do not require to be
tethered. These devices have embedded processor and sensors instead. These
devices can act stand-alone although they are unable to provide a high resolution and fast frame rates like the tethered versions.
Mobile headsets require the insertion of smartphones into special googles.
The smartphone acts as the processor and display. These devices are able to
provide a sufficient immersive experience for a limited time. However, they
only offer a lower resolution and a smaller FoV. These limitations have pushed
the mobile headsets to extinction with major companies having stopped development. Some common commercially available VR devices are listed in Table
1.
Room filling technologies such as the CAVE8 , YURT9 and AlloSphere10 are
systems that project images through a series of high resolution displays covering a 360◦ surface. These setups usually require the users to wear specialized
stereoscopic or 3D glasses giving the perception of the objects floating in the
air. The user’s movements are tracked so that the projected images can be
adjusted accordingly to adapt to individual perspectives. These systems are
generally very expensive and require a dedicated installation so are mainly
used in universities for research, in industries for large scale data visualization
and in some cases also in multimedia productions and archaeological sites for
reconstruction.
An important element of VR devices is the ability to interact with the virtual environment. To simulate user movements in a virtual environment, it is
necessary to track and recognize the user’s hand movements [60]. Also, in order to allow the user to have a natural interaction, haptic feedback needs to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

https://www.oculus.com/rift/
https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-full-kit/
https://www.playstation.com/en-us/ps-vr/
https://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/gear-vr/
https://arvr.google.com/cardboard/
https://www.oculus.com/quest-2/
https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-focus3/overview/
http://www.visbox.com/products/cave/
https://www.brown.edu/academics/early-cultures/resources-brown/yurt
http://www.allosphere.ucsb.edu/
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device

type

resolution

fov

refresh rate

Oculus Rift

Tethered

1080x1200

°94

90 Hz

Oculus Rift S

Tethered

1280x1440

90°

80 Hz

Oculus Quest

Standalone

1440x1600

94°

72 Hz

HTC Vive

Tethered

1080x1200

110°

90 Hz

HTC Vive Pro

Tethered

1440x1600

110°

90 Hz

HTC Vive Focus

Standalone

1440x1600

110°

75 Hz

HTC Vive Cosmos

Tethered

1440x1700

110°

90 Hz

PlayStation VR

Tethered

960x1080

100°

120 Hz

FOVE

Tethered

1280x1440

110°

70 Hz

Samsung Gear VR

Mobile

1280x1440

96°

60 Hz

Google Cardboard

Mobile

1280x1440

80°

60 Hz

Oculus Go

Standalone

1280x1440

100°

72 Hz

Razer OSVR

Tethered

1080x1200

110°

90 Hz

HP Reverb

Tethered

2160x2160

114°

90 Hz

Pico Neo

Standalone

1280x1080

102°

90 Hz

Table 1: Common commercially available VR devices.

be provided. These interaction devices are generally of two types, namely the
wearable sensor based devices and computer vision based devices.
Most VR headsets come with a pair of controllers, one for each hand. These
are ad-hoc joystick style wireless devices. They provide an intuitive interaction
through buttons, triggers and track-pads and feedback through vibrations.
They are also integrated with inertial sensors and external tracking systems
to allow position and orientation of objects and users in the real world to be
imitated in the virtual world. An alternate form of wearable sensors are the
data gloves such as the Manus11 and Gloveone12 . These devices offer a higher
precision and a more natural embodiment to the user.
Computer vision based devices such as the Microsoft Kinect13 and Leap
Motion14 use largely trained vision based algorithms to track the user’s movements. These devices either use an Red-Green-Blue-Depth (RGB-D) sensor or a
stereo camera to detect objects in the real world without having any markers
installed on them. However, tracking accuracy and precision is slightly lower
for these systems as opposed to their wearable counterparts.

11
12
13
14

https://www.manus-meta.com/haptic-gloves
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/gloveone/gloveone-feel-virtual-reality
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect/
https://www.ultraleap.com/product/leap-motion-controller/
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2.1.1 Gaze Tracking in VR
A recent trend in the field of XR is the introduction of eye tracking technology into HMDs. Eye tracking is a fairly old field with sufficient developments
and applications in psychological experimentation. The exact means to how
eye movements are measured have evolved over the course of history. Initially specialized contact lenses with pointers were used. However, today the
technology has moved towards video based systems using computer vision
algorithms. With the introduction of lightweight compact cameras, it is now
possible to incorporate such technology inside a headset. Common examples
of VR HMDs using eye-tracking are HTC Vive Pro Eye15 and FOVE16 .
Eye-tracking in VR has opened up new possibilities to how research in human cognition is carried out. The subject is immersed into a relatively natural
environment that reacts to movements and actions, while all experimental conditions can be precisely controlled. The combination of VR and eye tracking
makes it possible to calculate the user’s gaze direction in 3D space and measure where the user was looking throughout the session [19]. Defining regions
of interest is comparatively easier in VR as compared to traditional eye tracking
as the gaze points can be traced over time.
To determine where the user was looking in VR, it is necessary to obtain
the 3D gaze vector going from the user’s eyes to the point where it is looking.
Eye trackers have a built-in eye model which is used to determine the pupil
characteristics. Subsequently, this models allows eye-trackers to compute the
3D gaze. Depth can be computed using the divergence of the two eyes by
calculating the crossing point of the gazes from each eye. A limitation of such
approach is that, the measurements are only precise when the calibration is
perfect [45].
Usually when using eye tracking, a calibration process needs to be carried
out. This is typically done by showing the user an image of target points and
asking the user to fixate at them. A typical example is shown in Figure 2. It
is important to show these points in screen space rather than world space as
this makes them move together with the head allowing the whole Field-ofView (FoV) to be covered.
During calibration, the eye-tracking uses these points as reference to adjust
its computation of the gaze vector. The accuracy of such procedure deteriorates
over time due to drifts as the headset slightly slips with head movements
[19]. There are some techniques available that continuously re-calibrate the
eye-tracking algorithm [104], however some additional information such as
the user’s viewing behaviour are required making it harder to generalize the
procedure. Therefore, it is recommended to re-calibrate the eye-tracking setup
every few minutes.

15 https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-eye/overview/
16 https://fove-inc.com/product/fove0/
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Figure 2: Typical example of the eye calibration step. The user is asked to fixate at the
blue dots one by one.

2.2 Visual Perception in Virtual Environments
The idea of what a perfect VR system may look like was first introduced by
Ivan Sutherland many decades ago [99]. He suggested that in a perfect VR
system, the users will not be able to differentiate whether they are interacting
with a real object or a virtual one. This system should be able to stimulate all
human senses. Modern consumer technology offers a very realistic representation, however, some perceptual issues still remain that subsequently lower the
sense of immersion in HMDs [31].
Humans use a variety of cues to determine the size and distance of objects
in their environment. Typical cues include disparity, motion parallax, occlusion, convergence and accommodation [84, 86]. However, not all cues are used
at all times. Which cues are being utilized are more or less determined by
the distance to the objects. Human spatial reach can be divided into three circular egocentric regions, namely the personal space, action space and vista
space [21]. Objects within 2m are considered to be in personal space. Disparity, accommodation and convergence are more prevalent in this case. From 2
to 30m, it is referred to as the action space and occlusion and motion parallax
are more dominant. Distances beyond 30m are considered to be vista space.
Only pictorial depth cues such as occlusion and relative size are used [22].
Over the years, several studies [5, 49, 52, 61, 72] have been conducted on VR
which suggest that users typically underestimate the distances to objects by
around 25% [86]. This is significantly higher when compared to human performance in the real world where even when blind walking only 8% underestimation occurs [114]. There are many potential reasons for this difference.
The weight of the HMDs combined with limited FoV are one potential reason. In
close surroundings, disparity also plays a role in this difference. Some studies
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have suggested that the Interpupillary Distance (IPD) setting also plays a crucial role [11, 85]. The larger the IPD the higher the amount of underestimation.

2.2.1

Vergence Accommodation Conflict

When it comes to visual perception in VR systems, users tend to experience
conflicting cues. Such contradictions not only give rise to many errors in
object size and distance estimations but also affects immersion and makes
the user feel uncomfortable over long exposures. The most prevalent of such
mismatches in modern AR/VR devices is the Vergence Accommodation Conflict (VAC).
When humans view objects in the real world, the eyes converge inwards
while the ciliary muscles deform the lens. The former is referred as convergence while the latter is called accommodation. This process occurs so that a
sharp image is formed on the fovea. However, this is not the case in XR setups.
The image is shown at a fixed distance while the depth of the virtual object
varies with the content according to the disparity [54, 77, 80]. The basic geometry of this is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Vergence accommodation conflict. In natural viewing, eyes focus and converge at the same distance. Whereas, in stereo 3D viewing, the eyes focus
and converge at different distances.

Convergence and accommodation are two important cues prevalent in personal space. Since most immersive media devices display stimuli to the user
through a screen placed very close to the user eyes, it is important that these
two cues work cohesively.
In literature, most researchers have proposed hardware solutions such as
adjustable or focus tunable lenses [9, 78]. These systems are able to alter the
focal length of the lens depending on where the user is looking. This way they
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no longer have fixed accommodation and can potentially be used to correct
hyperopia and myopia in VR systems. The major drawback of such setups is
that they are hardware intensive and cannot be adapted to modern lightweight
HMDs.

2.3 Cybersickness
One of the most significant hurdles in the wider uptake of VR technology is
the onset of cybersickness. Users have long reported nausea like symptoms
causing discomfort after being exposed to VR for long duration of time. This
discomfort is often referred to as Simulator Sickness (SS) or visual fatigue or
eye strain. Perceived discrepancies between how humans perceive and move
in the virtual world as compared to the virtual one is the mostly accepted
underlying cause.
Existence of cybersickness is not a new phenomena. It has been inherent
since the start of VR. Cybersickness can lead to a wide range of symptoms
such as nausea, disorientation, headaches, sweating and eye fatigue [23]. How
significantly these symptoms occur vary largely on the user and on the application. Various factors contributing to cybersickness in VR are summarized
in Table 2. Cybersickness can occur within a few minutes of exposure even
in some trivial VR applications [20]. Users have also reported symptoms to a
varying degree under the same experimental condition [46].
individual factors

device factors

task factors

Age

Lag

Control

Gender

Flicker

Duration

Illness

Calibration

Posture

Ergonomics

Table 2: Factors effecting cybersickness in virtual reality. Adapted from [23].

Cybersickness is thought to be closely related to Motion Sickness (MS). MS
is the unpleasant feeling, accompanied by nausea and vomiting that occurs
when a person is travelling in a moving vehicle. Previous studies have found
that younger children between the ages of 4 and 12 are more susceptible to
MS. This susceptibility of experiencing MS in childhood has proven to be a
good indicator of experiencing cybersickness later [32]. The susceptibility to
cybersickness decreases as people get older [53]. However, some interesting
research has found that experienced people are also more prone to the onset
of SS [46].
Apart from age, another important factor is gender. Women have a wider
Field-of-View (FoV) making them more prone to flicker perception which increases the likelihood of suffering from cybersickness [55]. Female hormones
are also one potential candidate to why women suffer more from cybersick-
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ness [53]. Physical factors such as fatigue, flu and hangover are also closely
linked with cybersickness.
Apart from human factors, the VR device itself can contribute towards cybersickness. Device manufacturers normally consider a wide range of factors
such as lag, flicker, calibration accuracy and general ergonomics when designing devices to make sure the users experience the least amount of symptoms.
User movements need to be tracked immediately and the view needs to be updated as soon as possible. Typically, this tracking occurs at 50–60 Hz. Tracking
inaccuracies resulting from poor calibration or faulty sensors can lead to cybersickness. Likewise, the IPD which is the distance between the two eyes needs to
be set appropriately as it varies significantly from user to user. Subsequently,
the offset in the stereoscopic view needs to be adjusted.

2.3.1

Causes

Although, cybersickness has been identified a long time ago, there are still
some contradicting views to why it occurs and possible strategies to tackle it.
In literature, there are three popular theories to explain why cybersickness occurs, namely the poison theory, the postural instability theory and the sensory
conflict theory.
Poison berry theory or simply poison theory suggests that an evolutionary mechanism is triggered when the experienced sensory input is different
from what is expected [103]. The resulting symptoms such as dizziness and
vomiting are often associated with poisoning, hence the name. Although this
explanation explains some of the symptoms, however, it fails to justify some
of the broader range of cybersickness symptoms.
Postural instability theory was first introduced by Riccio and Stoffregen as
the source of all MS [87]. The theory suggests that the main goal of humans
is to maintain postural stability in the environment and sickness occurs when
mechanisms for maintaining posture are compromised. Prolonged exposure to
this instability results in sickness symptoms and the extent of the symptoms
increases as the duration of the instability increases. In Virtual Environment
(VE), abrupt or unnatural visual changes that have not been previously learned
by the user lead to conflict in the postural control strategies resulting in the
cybersickness symptoms.
While the previous two theories have their own merits, most researchers
believe the sensory conflict to be the most dominant reason for the onset of
cybersickness [50, 82]. This theory is based on the mismatch in cues posed
by the human visual system and the human vestibular system. These systems
provide important information about the person’s orientation and perceived
motion. The theory when applied to VR suggests that although in the virtual
world, the user is moving, the person in reality is not. The visual system based
on various cues such as optic flow suggests to the brain the person is in motion,
however, in reality the person is stationary as dictated by the vestibular system.
The resulting conflict causes the user to experience cybersickness.
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2.3.2 Assessing Cybersickness
There are several methods to measure cybersickness, however, self-reported
questionnaires remain the most popular approach [26, 82]. The first form of
such questionnaire dates back to the 1960s when the Pensacola Motion Sickness Questionnaire was introduced. The questionnaire was based on 27 previously identified issues. Over the course of history many alterations have been
proposed.
In 1990s, Robert Kennedy along with his colleagues performed an extensive analysis on simulator sickness and came up with the Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) [47]. This questionnaire reduced the previously available
questionnaires to 16 items. The questionnaire asks the user to rate each of
the 16 items on a 4-point Likert scale. The SSQ introduced a system of multivariate measures related to oculomotor effects, nausea and disorientation. The
symptoms associated with each of these three clusters is shown in Table 3. The
three clusters are not orthogonal to each other.
nausea

oculomotor

disorientation

Stomach awareness

Eyestrain

Dizziness

Increased salivation

Difficulty focusing

Vertigo

Burping

Blurred vision
Headache

Table 3: Simulator sickness questionnaire clusters. Adapted from [23].

The SSQ has become a sort of a standard tool in research to measure cybersickness and remains the most cited tool. With the lift-off of the XR devices,
there was more emphasis on coming up with standardized questionnaires that
specifically target VR. For this reason, the Virtual Reality Symptom Questionnaire (VRSQ) was developed. It draws from experience from previous questionnaires and suggests a 13 item questionnaire divided into ocular and nonocular categories. However, this questionnaire lacks validation and has not
been widely adopted in the VR field.
Recently, there has been interest among researchers to move away from subjective measure to objective ones. Emphasis has been put on using physiological signals such as heart rate, respiratory rate, Electroencephalography (EEG),
skin conductance and blink rate instead [10, 30].

2.3.3 Solutions
Improving the hardware capabilities of VR devices such as increasing the maximum supported frame rate and higher FoV may well ultimately eliminate cybersickness [1, 82]. However, in the absence of such features researchers have
proposed many techniques over the years to reduce the level of induced cybersickness.
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Dynamically altering the FoV is one of the proposed solution [28]. The approach tends to subtly alter the FoV of a stationary person in response to visually perceived motion as they transverse the virtual world (see Figure 4). Although reducing the FoV has shown to reduce cybersickness, it is at the expense
of reduced sense of presence. Other approaches proposed in literature include
incorporating spatial or defocus blurring [3, 39]. Saliency-based dynamic blurring is a method in which the virtual scene is blurred based on user movement
except for the salient areas in the scene such as road signs (see Figure 5 for an
example). However, it only worked for high speed scenes [74].

Figure 4: Dynamically altered field-of-view. a) Original scene. b) Reduced FoV scene.
Image taken from [28]

Figure 5: Saliency-based blurring technique proposed by [74]. Blur is applied based
on color in a forest scene. The text on the yellow colored barrel remains
readable while everything else is blurred. Image taken from [3].

There are some methods to mitigate the effects of vection which is also highlighted as a cause of cybersickness [12]. Vection is the perception of self-motion
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in the absence of any physical movement, often caused by secondary moving
objects in the user-view. Rotational blurring can be used for this which is essentially applying a Gaussian filter to the entire scene when peripheral objects
undergo rotational movements.
Some researches tried to reduce the onset of cybersickness by addressing the
optic flow in the peripheral regions. The VR scene can be divided into circular
sections and the application design can be done in such a way that the object
motion in the outer or peripheral regions can be minimized [13].
Use of vignetting during amplified head movements to counter cybersickness had an opposite effect [75]. Moreover, a recent study demonstrated that
introducing spatial blur effects in VR systems can also help with depth perception [42].

2.4 Spatial Blurring
Blurring or smoothing an image is not a new phenomena. It is essentially the
process of applying a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to the image usually by convolving
the filter kernel with the image. The choice of the LPF is usually application
dependent. Typical filters include moving average filter, Gaussian filter and
disc filter. The main purpose of smoothing an image is to reduce noise and
highlight patterns in the image. For example, digital cameras such as the ones
found on most smartphones use Gaussian smoothing to reduce noise associated with International Organization for Standardization (ISO) light sensitivities. The effects of such filtering are irreversible and results in some loss of
detail.
Unlike traditional blurring approaches, spatial blurring is inspired from
nature. It assumes that the intensity of blurring can be space-variant, similar
to how it is in the human eyes. Humans use photo receptive cells on the retina
to visually perceive their environment. The spatial density of such cells varies
with the foveal region having the highest density and it decrease as it moves
towards the periphery [89] (see Figure 6). To resolve detail in the person’s surroundings, the lens in the eye needs to project a focused image on the fovea.
The projections hitting the periphery are lower in spatial resolution. This results in an image that is space-variant. Foveal vision is used for extracting detail
while peripheral vision is aimed at recognizing structures and movements.
With context to the computer graphics field, spatial blurring implementations can be divided into two main categories, namely the object space and
the image space methods [6]. Object space methods operate directly on the
3D scene and are built into the rendering pipeline. In contrary, image space
methods are considered a post-processing operation since they operate on images and their corresponding depth maps. Images and depths are obtained
from the output of the normal rendering pipeline. Each pixel is blurred using
information from the camera model and depth map.
Object space methods tend to have more accurate results and suffer less from
artifacts as compared to image space methods. However, image space methods
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Figure 6: Visual acuity spread.

are much faster. Speed is of critical importance in virtual reality applications
so image space methods are usually preferred. Image space methods need to
be tuned carefully in order to avoid artifacts. Most commonly encountered artifacts include intensity leakage and depth discontinuity. Intensity leakage is
when a blurred background blurs on top of an in-focus object. Depth discontinuity is when the background is in-focus but the silhouette of the foreground
object appears sharp. These artifacts mainly occur when there is an abrupt
change in the depth map.
There are two popular techniques as far as spatial blurring in XR is concerned. These are Depth-of-Field (DoF) effects and foveated rendering and are
discussed in more detail below.

2.4.1

Depth-of-field

In the computer graphics field, Depth-of-Field (DoF) rendering is a popular
approach to incorporate spatial blur. Images are blurred using information
from the camera model and the corresponding depth maps. An example of
this effect is shown in Figure 7
Several attempts have been made to introduce DoF blur effects in VR systems
[15, 38]. These systems assume a focus distance and use the lens model to
compute the Circle of Confusion (CoC) which is an optical spot caused by light
rays directed onto the camera’s focal plane by the lens. The amount of blur
in the peripheral pixels is based on the depth difference between the point
of fixation and that particular pixel. However, these systems are not gazecontingent as they assume either a fixed focus distance or assume the user is
always fixated at the center of the scene.
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Figure 7: Illustration of depth-of-field effect. The images on the right are high acuity
images while the ones on the left have the depth-of-field effct applied to
them. Image taken from [15].

Alternatively, gaze contingent systems have also been proposed for near-eye
displays [9, 78]. These systems use adjustable lenses and can potentially be
used to correct hyperopia and myopia in VR systems. The major drawback
of such setups is that they are hardware intensive and cannot be adapted to
modern lightweight HMDs.

2.4.2

Foveated Rendering

Foveated imaging is a technique in which the image resolution varies across
the image according to the fixation point (see Figure 8). This technique aims
to simulate a drop in acuity in the visual system from fovea to periphery, as
experienced by humans, by rendering peripheral content to a smaller frame
buffer resolution and then resampling it using a range of temporal and spatial
upscaling algorithms [7].
Recent developments in the field of foveated rendering [68, 79, 101] has
helped reduce the computational load for VR devices. Such systems are able
to reduce the required number of processed pixels up to 20x and can offer
approximately 3x faster rendering times. A popular approach to implementing
space-variant blurring is the log-polar mapping [18, 97, 102]. The image is
first transformed into the cortical domain and then into the retinal domain.
This results in an output that has higher resolution in the center and lower
resolution away from the center of the image. The concept is illustrated in
Figure 9. Such techniques were exploited by Meng et al. who proposed a kernel
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Figure 8: Illustration of multi-region foveation. The scene is divided into various sections and a different amount of down-sampling is applied to each region.
Image taken from [7].

based foveated rendering approach that maps well to current generation of
GPUs [68].
Alternatively, a phase-aligned approach towards foveated rendering has also
been developed [105]. Only the high acuity foveal region is aligned with the
head movements while the peripheral region is instead aligned with the virtual
world. Thus, only the high acuity regions require additional processing in each
frame.
Current foveated rendering methods use fixed parameters that are often
tuned manually. A recent work proposed to use a content aware prediction
model based on luminance and contrast to compute the optimal parameters
[106].
A common issue in most foveated rendering techniques is geometric aliasing
which appears in the form of temporal flickering and can be easily noticed by
users [33]. Some solutions have recently been proposed to overcome these artifacts such as temporal foveation built into the rasterization pipeline [29]. This
is achieved by introducing a confidence function based on which it is decided
whether to re-project the pixels from the previous frame or to redraw them.
Such algorithms work relatively well on dynamic objects, which is a bottleneck
for most foveated rendering algorithms. However, since this approach does not
always use a freshly rendered image as input and rely on data from previous
frame to achieve a high computational performance, it does not work well
with reflections and transparent objects. Alternatively, DoF has been proposed
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Figure 9: Illustration of the log-polar mapping. a) Cartesian domain with overlying
log-polar pixels represented by circles. The area inside the red circular curve
represents the fovea b) Cortical domain where orange and green strips denote the corresponding log-polar pixels from (a). c) Enlarged image in cortical domain. d) Image in Cartesian domain. e) Transformed image in cortical
domain. f) Transformed image in retinal domain. Image taken from [18].

as a post-step to remove artifacts introduced by foveated rendering algorithms
[111, 112].
Some researchers have investigated how the size of the foveal region or
the central window influences cybersickness [62]. No correlation was found
between the amount of induced sickness and the size of the central window.
However, it was observed that users adapt more quickly to larger foveal regions. Although techniques based on foveated imaging can reduce visual fatigue, but they provide focus information uncoupled from depth information.
By using a combination of the multi-region foveation and DoF, a more natural
scene can be produced [36]. Moreover, some recent works [42, 44, 65] showed
that foveation can affect human depth perception.

2.4.3

Assessing Image Quality

When filters are applied to an image, it is important to have a quantitative
measure to assess how good the output is. Image quality refers to the weighted
combination of all the visually significant attributes of an image [14]. It is an
indicator of how aesthetically pleasant the image is to the viewer. Subjective
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measures are quite expensive as they require a huge number of participants
and are difficult to automate in real-time.
Image Quality Assessment (IQA) methods can be divided into three main
categories:
• Full-reference: These metrics try to assess the quality with reference to
a reference image that is assumed to have perfect quality.
• Reduced-reference: These metrics try to assess the quality based on features extracted from a given image and a source image.
• No-reference: These metrics assess image quality without any reference
to an original image.
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is the ratio between the power of a signal
to the noise corrupting the signal. When applied to an image, it first computes
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) for each channel. Given a monochrome source
image, I and a noisy image, K of size mxn, MSE and PSNR can be computed by:

MSE =

1 m −1 n −1
∑ [ I (i, j) − K(i, j)]2
mn i∑
=0 j =0

(1)

2552
)
MSE

(2)

PSNR = 10 log10 (

It is commonly used to assess the reconstruction quality of an image. A higher
PSNR usually indicates a better quality image. Although PSNR is a simple tool,
it often performs poorly when estimating how humans will perceive the image
as compared to other methods.
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) is a perceptual model that is used
to measure the similarity between two images. It perceives the noise or degradation in image as changes in the structural information contained in the
image [110]. SSIM is mainly applied to videos but is also widely applied in
the still photography industry. SSIM extracts three key features of the image,
i.e., luminance, contrast and structure and bases its computation around these
properties. Instead of applying the measure globally on an image, it is a common practice to apply it locally to regions on the image and then to compute
the average. This new measure is called the mean-SSIM and is a more effective
method.
The previously discussed metrics require a reference image which may not
be always available. An alternate metric is the Visual Information Fidelity (VIF)
which is based on the natural scene statistics [92]. The reference image is
modeled as being the output of a stochastic natural source that passes through
the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) channel and is processed later by the brain.
The same measure is also computed in the distortion channel. These two are
then combined to compute the VIF index.
Recently a new approach has been proposed that has been designed on
the space-variant resolution found in human visual system. FovVideoVDP is
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a visual difference metric that models the temporal aspects of vision and accounts for foveated viewing [66]. The measure was developed due to a need
for image quality metric specifically targeting the AR/VR rendering technologies. The advantage of such metric is its ability to generalize across a diverse
range of contents and types of spatio-temporal artifacts.
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PART III

Research Work
The following part aims to introduce the various research work
done as part of the thesis along with the experimental process that
was used to validate the design concept. Texts and figures in this
part have previously appeared in the candidate’s authored published articles [42–44].

3
Addressing Cybersickness in Virtual
Reality Systems
Cybersickness has been a major stumbling block in the widespread usage of
VR devices. Various techniques have been proposed in literature to address this
issue, however, most of them are at the expense of presence. In this chapter,
a spatial blurring technique is presented. The technique can be incorporated
into any VR application. Although the technique is designed focusing on VR
devices, it can be adopted easily to other XR platforms. The effectiveness of the
technique in mitigating cybersickness is validated through a user study.

3.1 Foveated Depth-of-field
The developed spatial blur technique incorporates DoF blur and foveation effects. For any algorithm to work seamlessly for VR devices, it is essential for it
to have real-time capabilities. To ensure this, the technique is implemented at
the shader level. Since image space methods are more desired for VR applications due to their superior processing times, they are exploited in the linear
color space. To apply blurring to an image, a smoothing filter has to be applied. Different types of smoothing filters were considered, such as Gaussian
filtering, Bokeh [69], and disc effects. However, since the system takes inspiration from the human physiological system, the Bokeh filter was preferred as it
better mimics the aperture present in the human eyes and can lead to a more
realistic output.
The implementation is done using a custom four-pass shader. Algorithm 1
describes the pseudocode of the foveated DoF effects, while the process flow
of the developed technique is shown in Figure 10. In the first shader pass, the
Circle of Confusion (CoC) diameters are computed using the raw depth values
and stored in a single-channel texture object. The CoC diameters are shown
as grey for objects farther from the fixation plane and as purple for objects in
between the user and the fixation plane. Simultaneously, the image is divided
into three circular sections by computing the distance of each pixel to the
fixation pixel. Red pixels represent the pixels in the foveal area, while green
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and blue pixels represent the near and mid peripheral regions, respectively.
Using the source image and the CoC texture, DoF effects are computed in the
second shader pass. Similarly, using the foveation mask and the source image,
the foveation effects are computed in the third shader pass. In the last shader
pass, the effects are combined to obtain the final output. The smoothing filters
are applied at half resolution of the source image and the resultant frames are
later up-sampled. Details of the individual processes involved are described in
the following subsections.

Figure 10: Process flow of the proposed foveated depth-of-field technique showing the
intermediate outputs. Fixation is at the center of the red sphere.

3.1.1 Depth-of-field
When humans visually perceive their surroundings, the retinal images contain a space-variant resolution due to which the peripheral content appears
blurred. This variation is due to the objects being placed at different depth
planes and is an important cue for depth perception. In order to synthesize
this blur effect in VR systems, depth texture object is used to create the depth
map of the virtual scene. Depth values corresponding to each pixel on the HMD
screen are computed and stored in a Z-buffer. The information inside the Zbuffer is scaled between 0.0 and 1.0 to ensure the system can be used with any
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Algorithm 1: Foveated DoF effects for VR
Input: Z-buffer (Bz ), eye tracker data (Et ), source image (TS )
Output: Foveated DoF image (TFD )
Td = computeDepthMap( Bz );
// Shader Pass 1

for each pixel do
TCoC = computeCoC ( Et , Td );
Tr = computeRadius( Et , TS );
end
downSample TS ;
// Shader Pass 2

for each pixel do
σd = computeBlurParameter ( TCoC );
TDoF = applyDoF ( TS , σd );
end
// Shader Pass 3

for each pixel do
σ f = computeBlurParameter ( Tr );
TFov = applyFoveation( TS , σ f );
end
// Shader Pass 4

for each pixel do
B = computeBlending;
TFD = combine( TDoF , TFov , B);
end
upSample TFD

configuration. This depth information is used to define the parameters of
the smoothing filter. An eye tracker is used to identify the fixation plane and
the amount of blur is varied based on the difference in pixel depths, i.e., on
the difference in depth of the scene objects with respect to the fixation plane.
Objects on the accommodative plane are kept as they are in the source image
while a smoothing filter is applied on every other region.
The Circle of Confusion (CoC) concept from the field of optics is used to
model the amount of blur associated with each pixel. An illustration of the
concept can be seen in Figure 11. When the lens is focused at the object placed
at distance Z f , the light rays from the object placed at distance Z p projects
a circle with diameter C on the retina. This circle is referred to as CoC. The
formulation developed by Held et al. [37] is used for computing C and this is
defined by:
HMD

C = As

1
1
−
Zf
Zp

(3)

where s is the distance between the retina and lens, more commonly known
as the posterior nodal distance, and A is the aperture of the eye.
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Figure 11: Illustration of the circle of confusion concept. Point of fixation is at distance
Z f . Point located at distance Z p forms a circle on the retina with diameter
C. A denotes the aperture and s is the posterior nodal distance.
CoC is used to alter the blur associated with each pixel. The bigger the size of
C, the higher the amount of blur that is present. This implies that the parameter
of the blur σd has a direct relation to the size of the circle of confusion, i.e.,
σd ∝ C. Equation 3 is adapted to the developed system, so, σd is defined by:

σd = K

1
1
−
Df
Dp

(4)

where D f is the depth of the fixation point, D p is the depth of the rendered
pixel, and parameter K is the fitting of As and the constant relating C and σd .
The parameter K is scene and user dependent and has to be tuned accordingly.
This parameter is tuned based on the quality index of the image proposed
by Wang and Bovik [109]. Image degradation such as contrast loss is often
associated with blurred images [106]. The value of K is chosen which ensures
a sufficient quality index.
A detailed illustration of this DoF effect can be seen in Figure 12. The first two
images show the original scene along with its calculated depth map. The last
two images show the output for the plane of fixation at different depths. The
plane of fixation in the third image is on the vase. Pixels at the vase depth plane
appear sharp. The last image shows the output when the plane of fixation is
on the tree. It can be seen that the chair (only partially visible as it is occluded
by the vase) also forms a sharp image as it is at the same depth as the tree.

3.1.2

Foveated Imaging

Human visual Field-of-View (FoV) is composed of foveal and peripheral regions [98]. The divisions of the human visual system can be seen in Figure 13.
The central foveal region is sharp and detailed since the light rays entering the
eye form a sharp image on the retinae while the peripheral region lacks fidelity
and appears blurred on the retinal image due to the decrease in density of the
light sensitive cells in the periphery. The peripheral region can be subdivided
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Figure 12: Depth-of-field effects for different planes of fixation. a) Original scene. b)
Corresponding depth map. c) Point of fixation on the vase. d) Point of
fixation on the tree.
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into three further categories, namely the near, mid, and far peripheral regions.
The amount of perceived detail in each region decreases as it moves further
from the center. Far peripheral region is only visible to one eye and does not
contribute to stereoscopic vision.

Figure 13: Human field-of-view for both eyes showing the foveal, near, mid, and far
peripheral regions.

To implement foveation, the overall scene is divided into three circular sections corresponding to the foveal, near, and mid peripheral regions. The far
peripheral region is not visible in modern HMDs due to their optical limitations
and thus is not considered. However, the system can be adapted to include
it as well by simply increasing the divisions of the rendered scene. Circular
divisions were preferred over rectangular ones since it better represents the
shape of the lenses present in commercially available HMDs. The fixation point
is considered the reference center of the circular regions, and the regions are
sketched around it. The central division defines the foveal region and is output without any further processing while the smoothing filter is applied to
the other regions. The parameter of the blur σ f associated with each pixel is
determined by the location of that particular pixel in the divided scene. σ f m
for the mid peripheral region is kept as double of σ f n of the near peripheral
region.
An example of this effect is shown in Figure 14. For illustration purposes,
the center of the image is assumed as the fixation point. From the left eye
view in Figure 14, it can be seen that the circular outlines are quite distinct
and cause artifacts in the view which can be uncomfortable for the user in its
current form.

3.1.3

Artifact Removal

From Figures 12 and 14, it can be observed that some artifacts exist in the
resulting images where there is an abrupt change in the blur σ parameter. In
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Figure 14: Stereoscopic view of the multi-region foveation output. The central region
has no blur applied while the other two regions (highlighted in green for
sake of visualization only) have different blurs applied to them.

order to eliminate/minimize them, a technique proposed by Perry and Geisler
[81] for blending multi-resolution images using the transfer function of the
resolution map is used. Their approach is adapted to the VR system on the
transitional regions, i.e., regions with abrupt σ variations. Instead of the transfer function, radial distances between the transitional regions from the fixation
point are used in our technique.
A transitional region Rt is introduced and the surrounding regions are
defined as either inner Ri or outer Ro based on the location with respect to
the fixation point. Likewise, their corresponding radii to the fixation point are
defined as rk with k = 1, 2, 3 and rk < rk−1 . The blending function B( x, y) is
computed by:

Bk ( x, y) =




0






d( x, y) ≤ rk

d( x,y)−rk
r k −1 − r k

rk < d( x, y) < rk−1

1

d( x, y) ≥ rk−1

(5)

where d( x, y) is the distance between the rendered pixel coordinates and the
pixel coordinates of the point of fixation.
The output of Equation 5 approaches 1.0 as the considered pixel nears the
outer region and approaches 0.0 as the pixel nears the inner region. Using the
blending function, the output of the smoothing filter is determined by:
O( x, y) = Bk ( x, y) Ik ( x, y) + (1 − Bk ( x, y)) Ik−1 ( x, y)

(6)

where Ik ( x, y) and Ik−1 ( x, y) are the outputs from the smoothing filters from
kth and (k − 1)th regions. This makes sure that a percentage from each blur
level is taken based on the location of the pixel in the transitional region to
determine the final output resulting in an artifact free scene.
To merge the output of the DoF blur and foveation, pixel-wise σ is computed
for both. However, only the smaller σ is used for the smoothing filter for each
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pixel. Figure 15 shows an example output of the foveated DoF effect. The transitions between high acuity and blurred regions are smoother and the central
20°of eccentricity is free of artifacts.

Figure 15: Example of an output from the foveated depth-of-field blur effect.

3.2 Cybersickness Study
The developed foveated DoF technique was developed with the primary aim
of reducing the onset of cybersickness in VR systems. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the effects, a user study on cybersickness was conducted.

3.2.1 Experimental Setup
The developed system was implemented using Unity1 operating on an Intel
Core i7-9700K processor equipped with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphics
card. An HTC Vive Pro Eye2 device that has an integrated Tobii3 eye tracking
system was used for interacting with the user. The HMD has a resolution of
1440 × 1600 pixels per eye and a 110°FoV. The eye tracking system has an accuracy of 0.5°–1.1°and a binocular gaze data frequency of 120Hz. The Scosche
Rhythm4 armband monitor was used to measure the user’s heart rate.
A VR roller-coaster environment was designed to induce cybersickness. In
order to have control over the experimental conditions, the roller-coaster was
custom built in Unity. This allowed us to control and manipulate the experimental parameters, such as velocities, acceleration, and duration of the experiment. The track consists of seesaw and spiral motions placed at different
points (see Figure 16). Figure 17 shows the cart velocity and acceleration components over a roller-coaster cycle. Various objects and buildings were closely
1
2
3
4

https://unity3d.com/get-unity/download/archive
https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-eye/overview/
https://vr.tobii.com/integrations/htc-vive-pro-eye/
https://www.scosche.com/rhythm-plus-heart-rate-monitor-armband
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placed around the roller-coaster tracks to have a cluttered environment. The
cluttered environment ensures that the user’s focus point changes rapidly and
the effect of the foveated DoF blur is more prominent. Figure 18 shows the
custom VR environment created for the experiment.

Figure 16: Roller-coaster track outline. The arrow indicates the direction of motion.
The coordinate system follows the convention used in Unity, i.e., X: right
direction; Y: up direction; Z: forward direction.

3.2.2 Procedure
Data was collected from 18 users (9 males and 9 females) aged from 18 to 46
years (mean 29.3 ± 7.6) who were recruited from students of the University
of Genoa. The participants were volunteers and received no reward. All users
had normal to corrected-to-normal acuity and normal stereo vision. All users
except four were novice VR users.
We considered three experimental conditions: one with our Foveated Depthof-field Blur (FD) enabled, and one with the Unity’s Post-processing Stack
Blur (GC)5 enabled, and one with No Blur (NB) present. The full fidelity NB
condition acts as the control group. The Unity blur GC condition only implements the DoF effect using a seven-pass shader. It also uses the Bokeh effect to
introduce spatial blur in the peripheral regions. The size of the Bokeh filter in
the Unity blur condition and our foveated DoF condition were kept the same to
ensure comparability. The Unity blur does not explicitly support eye-tracking

5 https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.postprocessing@3.1/manual/
Depth-of-Field.html
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Figure 17: Instantaneous user velocity and acceleration components during each
roller-coaster cycle. The coordinate system follows the convention used in
Unity, i.e., X: right direction; Y: up direction; Z: forward direction. Seesaw
motion: 8–32 s; spiral motion: 36–44 s and 48–64 s.
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Figure 18: Roller-coaster virtual environment. a) User-view. b) Roller-coaster cart with
VR camera attached. c) Top-view of the cluttered environment.

or VR devices so a custom interface was developed to integrate the eye tracking
module with the Unity blur effect to provide gaze-contingency.
All users underwent these three conditions in random order, i.e., 1/3rd of
the users performed the FD session first, 1/3rd of the users performed the GC
session first, and 1/3rd of the users performed the NB session first. This was
to ensure that no bias was present in the experiment. Each session only had
one condition active. A significant amount of time was provided between each
session to all users to recover from the after-effects of the previous condition.
Participants were provided with a minimum of a 90-min break between the
sessions. Most users opted to undergo the sessions on successive days. Before
each session, all participants underwent an eye calibration process.
Each user session lasted for 5 min. This length of the experimental session
was determined based on pre-testing trials which suggested that this timeframe was sufficient to induce SS based on the roller-coaster design. For quantitative evaluation, the user’s positional data, gaze data, and heart rate were
recorded. Heart rate data were recorded at 1 Hz frequency while all other data
were recorded at approximately 50 Hz frequency.
To measure SS, users had to fill the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ)
[47]. The SSQ consists of 16 questions, to be answered on a 4-point Likert scale.
The SSQ scores reflect the level of nausea, oculomotor disturbance, disorientation, and overall severeness of induced sickness. The questionnaire was filled
by each user immediately before (Pre) and after (Post) each session. To measure
user experience between each type of session, the Igroup Presence Question-
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naire (IPQ) [83] was used. The IPQ consists of 14 questions, to be answered on
a 7-point Likert scale. The IPQ scores reflect the level of spatial presence, involvement, experienced realism, and the general sense of being in the virtual
world. Each user filled the IPQ after each session.

3.2.3 Data Analysis and Results
Data gathered from the experimental sessions was analyzed in order to have
a better understanding of performance of the developed technique. Figures
19, 20 and 21 show the results of the SSQ questionnaire. It can be observed
that our foveated DoF blur has a better performance over the no blur setup.
A Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to compare results of the different
conditions. The cross-validation among the Pre states of the users who used
different blurred systems showed no significant difference between them. The
cross-validation between the Pre and Post states of users during each type
of system shows a significant difference, i.e., the experimental environment
caused a significant increase in the SSQ scores (see Table 4).

Figure 19: SSQ score for the no blur (NB) sessions. The questionnaire was filled before
(Pre) and after (Post) each session. Each plot shows the group mean values
and the standard deviations for the three sub-scales and the overall score.

The differences between the Pre and Post scores (see Figure 22 and Table
5) show that the amount of increase in individual sub-scales is highest in NB
sessions ranging between 49–54. The conditions with spatial blur incorporated
(GC and FD) show the highest change in disorientation scores which is related
to the vestibular disturbances. The amount of induced disorientation is similar
in the NB and GC conditions. Although the range of individual sub-scores is
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Figure 20: SSQ scores for the unity blur (GC) session. The questionnaire was filled
before (Pre) and after (Post) each session. Each plot shows the group mean
values and the standard deviations for the three sub-scales and the overall
score.

Figure 21: SSQ scores for the foveated depth-of-field effect (FD) session. The questionnaire was filled before (Pre) and after (Post) each session. Each plot shows
the group mean values and the standard deviations for the three sub-scales
and the overall score.
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Table 4: The Wilcoxon rank sum test confidence scores between Pre and Post states
for the different subcategories of the SSQ test (N–Nausea; O–Oculomotor; D–
Disorientation; TS–Total Score).

n

o

d

ts

NB

p = 0.001

p = 0.002

p = 0.002

p = 0.001

GC

p = 0.001

p = 0.003

p = 0.004

p = 0.001

FD

p = 0.005

p = 0.004

p = 0.004

p = 0.003

different, the results demonstrate that the three conditions produce slightly
different patterns of symptomatology, i.e., NB: D ≈ O ≈ N; GC: D > O > N;
FD: D > O ≈ N.

Figure 22: Comparison of the Post-Pre difference of the SSQ scores for each condition.
The plot shows the changes in individual SSQ scores between the pre and
post experiment conditions.

Table 6 shows a comparison between different techniques discussed earlier
in Section 2.3.3 with our foveated DoF effects. We use the difference in the
sickness scores between the no effect or full fidelity condition and the best
performing parameters for each respective technique. The reported mean SSQ
total scores were used where available. One of the user studies did not use
the SSQ for the sickness evaluation. The study on peripheral visual effects [13]
used a custom questionnaire instead. It can be observed that our foveated DoF
blur approach outperforms the other methods.
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Table 5: The mean, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals of the Post-Pre
difference of the SSQ scores for each condition (N–Nausea; O–Oculomotor;
D–Disorientation; TS–Total Score).

mean (std)

95 % ci

NB–N

49.29 (5.81)

[43.14, 55.44]

NB–O

53.48 (6.56)

[46.27, 60.69]

NB–D

54.13 (7.83)

[46.08, 62.19]

NB–TS

60.26 (7.16)

[52.65, 67.85]

GC–N

30.74 (8.44)

[26.91, 34.57]

GC–O

39.58 (11.61)

[33.65, 45.52]

GC–D

46.40 (11.88)

[40.86, 51.94]

GC–TS

44.05 (11.14)

[38.92, 49.17]

FD–N

16.96 (9.07)

[12.97, 20.95]

FD–O

14.18 (5.09)

[10.56, 17.79]

FD–D

25.52 (10.56)

[21.05, 29.99]

FD–TS

20.51 (7.63)

[16.57, 24.42]

Table 6: Comparison among different techniques for reducing cybersickness. ∆S is the
reduction in the mean sickness scores between the no effect condition and the
best performing condition/parameters.

technique

hmd

ve/task

∆s

Dynamic FOV [28]

Oculus Rift
DK2

Reach
waypoints

5.6%

Rotation blurring [12]

Oculus Rift
DK2

FPS game

17.9%

FOV reduction (vignetting)
[75]

HTC Vive

Follow
butterfly

30.1%

Dynamic blurring (saliency)
[74]

HTC Vive

Race track

35.2%

Peripheral visual effects [13]

HTC Vive

Find objects

49.1%

Static peripheral blur [62]

HTC Vive
Pro

Maze

54.8%

Unity depth blur

HTC Vive
Pro Eye

Rollercoaster

26.9%

Foveated DoF (ours)

HTC Vive
Pro Eye

Rollercoaster

66.0%
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Figure 23 shows the results of the IPQ questionnaire. A Wilcoxon rank sum
test between the samples for Unity blur and our foveated DOF against the ones
from the no blur sessions displayed no significant differences in the perceived
sense of presence between the users of each type of session.

Figure 23: IPQ scores for the cybersickness experiment. The questionnaire was filled
after each session. NB: Involvement 3.57, Experienced Realism 4.07, Spatial Presence 5.09; GC: Involvement 3.60, Experienced Realism 3.57, Spatial
Presence 4.90; FD: Involvement 3.83, Experienced Realism 4.53, Spatial Presence 5.21.

Another parameter to observe discomfort in users is the heart rate fluctuations. However, at the moment, there is no psycho-physiological parameter
that can satisfactorily measure and predict sickness [73, 94], measurements
like the finger temperature, reaction time, and heart rate were correlated with
cybersickness by Nalivaiko et al. [71]. Figure 24 shows the mean heart rate
fluctuations, averaged over all the users, and the standard deviation during a
roller-coaster cycle. It can be observed that our foveated DoF blur results in a
stable heart rate and only a small increase from the resting heart rate. On the
contrary, the heart rate fluctuation in the no blur sessions is more abrupt. The
Unity blur sessions have a median performance.
Spatio-temporal data of the user’s movement (see Figure 17) suggest that
the spiral/torsional motion has a more adverse effect as compared to seesaw
motion (up and down movements). We computed the Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between the heart rate fluctuations and the velocity and acceleration data. The results indicate a strong correlation between each other (r-value:
NB = 0.87; GC = 0.81; FD = 0.75). It should be noted that the plots in Figure 24
do not begin from the origin because, in each session, there are four rollercoaster cycles, and the plot shows the mean heart rate of the participant, i.e.,
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Figure 24: Average heart rate fluctuations from a resting heart rate during a rollercoaster cycle. Origin on the heart rate axis represents the resting heart rate.

only in the first cycle, the participants have the resting heart rate while, in the
subsequent cycles, there is an after-effect from the previous cycles.
In order to better understand how a user behaves/interacts with a VR device,
the gaze data collected from the experimental sessions was also analyzed. Approximately 4% of the eye tracking data was discarded. This was due to the fact
that, during the experiment, for some frames, the users either blinked/closed
their eyes or there was faulty sensor reading. Figure 25 shows the combined
heatmap of all users. It can be observed that the users tend to fixate mostly on
the center of the scene.
Positional and orientation data of the user revealed that, when they had to
focus on an object further away from the center, they preferred to move their
heads instead of just the gaze. This observation is in support of studies conducted by Kenny et al. [48] on First Person Shooter (FPS) games and by Sitzmann
et al. [95] on saliency which highlighted that user gaze is mostly directed towards the center of the view (approximately 85% of the time). Consequently, it
can be assumed that gaze related user behavior in VR is similar, verifying the
assumptions taken in other user studies in the absence of eye tracking [15, 38].
Saccadic movements of the users’ eyes were also analyzed. The angular
speeds of the eye were computed from the eye tracking data. In humans, angular speed of the eye usually varies between 200°/s to 500°/s, but can go up
to 900°/s [57]. Thus, for analysis, we considered mainly the saccades having
relatively higher speed ranges to determine whether the motion of the eye has
any influence on the induced level of cybersickness. Table 7 describes the peak
angular speed measured for each user and how many times speeds of greater
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Figure 25: Heatmap of the visual field for user gaze combined for all sessions performed. The circles are centered at the center of the HMD screen and indicate the visual angle (e.g., the 10° circle represents the central 20°of visual
eccentricity). The colors represent how frequent the user fixated at that
particular location on the HMD screen with white representing 0 and black
representing 9358.

than 200°/s was achieved. It can be noticed that, during our blur algorithm
integrated sessions, saccades were shorter/slower as compared to the other
sessions. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed on the angular speed
data. The statistical analysis showed a significant difference in the distribution
of the angular speed data with a 95% Confidence Interval (CI) for the three
conditions.
Figure 26 describes the number of occurrences for speeds higher than 350°/s.
It should be noted that speeds lower than this value had a similar trend in all
the three conditions, so they are not shown here. Previously, the SSQ revealed
that the level of sickness in the NB sessions is higher than our blur system.
Correspondingly, there may be a correlation between the occurrences of faster
saccades with the level of induced sickness. The temporal analysis revealed
that higher peaks were observed mostly during the seesaw motion.
A possible explanation for lower amplitudes in our system could be that
the encompassed blur reduces the amount of detail in the periphery. Consequently, the saccades are shorter. This peripheral reduction mimics the popular approach of reducing the FoV to minimize cybersickness [28]. However,
in our approach, the peripheral content is still visible, albeit at a lower acuity; thus, the level of presence is not compromised unlike the FoV reduction
approach.
We also analyzed how age affects cybersickness. It is widely assumed that
motion sickness is more prevalent in younger participants; however, past stud-
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nb

gc

fd

user
>200°/s

peak

>200°/s

peak

>200°/s

peak

AT

106

810°/s

89

502°/s

59

354°/s

CT

132

784°/s

108

544°/s

96

497°/s

EV

88

859°/s

99

743°/s

74

556°/s

GB

136

546°/s

90

650°/s

101

549°/s

HR

115

773°/s

125

663°/s

97

568°/s

KK

78

593°/s

71

539°/s

84

542°/s

LH

132

731°/s

93

707°/s

103

581°/s

MB

87

581°/s

116

582°/s

63

431°/s

MM

112

703°/s

95

697°/s

88

553°/s

ND

101

802°/s

107

718°/s

71

655°/s

NR

86

824°/s

119

702°/s

105

603°/s

OQ

88

595°/s

92

629°/s

95

612°/s

SA

106

697°/s

105

735°/s

94

514°/s

SR

97

710°/s

82

657°/s

68

570°/s

TB

113

688°/s

89

617°/s

87

545°/s

UG

115

591°/s

84

623°/s

89

511°/s

US

92

597°/s

111

502°/s

89

533°/s

YK

67

351°/s

142

661°/s

67

508°/s

Total

1999

859°/s

1923

743°/s

1619

655°/s

Table 7: Comparison of angular speed during saccadic motion for each user. Number
of occurrences of speeds greater than 200°/s and the peak speed observed are
shown.
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Figure 26: Histogram for angular speed greater than 350°/s of the eye for all users
during a saccade.

ies on cybersickness in VR have revealed contradicting conclusions. Studies by
Arns et al. [4] and Hakkinen et al. [34] revealed that younger participants suffer less from SS, whereas a meta-anlysis by Saredakis et al. [90] showed the
opposite. We divided the participants into two groups, young and old. The
younger group is comprised of people aged between 18 and 26 years while
the rest comprised the older group. There were 10 users in the younger group
and eight users in the older group. Figure 27 shows the difference in the total
score of SSQ for the two age groups. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed.
In the FD condition, no statistical difference was found in the SSQ scores and
heart rate distributions (p > 0.45). However, in the NB and GC conditions, the
older participants suffered more from cybersickness (p < 0.05).
The participants were also sub-grouped with respect to gender. Figure 28
shows the difference in the total score of SSQ for the two gender groups. A
Wilcoxon rank sum test was also performed; however, no statistically significant difference was found between the two groups (p > 0.65). It should be
noted that age and gender do not exclusively influence sickness. Factors such
as neuroticism, prior VR experience, etc. also simultaneously affect cybersickness. Wider studies on age and gender may be required to fully understand
how these factors influence cybersickness as highlighted by Chang et al. [16].
Using the data recorded from the cybersickness user study, the frame processing times were also computed in order to have a better understanding
of the computational overhead added by the blurring techniques. Data from
the NB sessions acted as the reference for comparison. The average processing
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Figure 27: Comparison of the Post–Pre difference of the SSQ scores for each condition
with respect to age groups. The plot shows the changes in individual SSQ
total scores between the Pre and Post experiment conditions for the two
age groups. Old: NB 68.34, GC 47.55, FD 22.26; Young: NB 55.03, GC 37.06,
FD 19.38.

Figure 28: Comparison of the Post–Pre difference of the SSQ scores for each condition
with respect to gender groups. The plot shows the changes in individual
SSQ total scores between the Pre and Post experiment conditions for the
two age groups. Male: NB 60.67, GC 44.37, FD 21.63; Female: NB 59.84, GC
46.72, FD 19.39.
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times and their equivalent frame rates are summarized in Table 8. There is no
overlap between the processing time of the three conditions within a 95% CI. It
can be observed that our system offers better computational performance than
Unity’s blur even though the built-in blur in Unity only applies the DoF effect,
whereas our system processes two different types of blur.
Table 8: Frame rate comparison.

system

processing time

95 % ci

frame rate

NB

15.9 ms

[15.9 ms, 15.9 ms]

63 Hz

GC

17.2 ms

[17.1 ms, 17.3 ms]

58 Hz

FD

16.7 ms

[16.6 ms, 16.8 ms]

60 Hz

3.2.4 Outcome
The aim of this work was to develop a spatial blurring technique inspired
by nature for VR applications. The spatial blurring system adopts a hybrid
approach to incorporate foveation and DoF effects into the rendering pipeline.
The developed technique implemented using a shader program can be used
as a post-processing step to any VR application. It should be noted that for
optimal performance, the VR headset used should be equipped with an eye
tracking system. The developed algorithm provides sufficient frame rate to
not affect the sense of presence.
The user study provides clues to how the onset of cybersickness can be mitigated using spatial blurring effects. Two types of blurring systems were used
to evaluate the performance. The results show that spatial blurring can indeed
reduce the amount of induced cybersickness as supported by both subjective
and objective measures. Overall, there was a 27% reduction in sickness scores
for the Unity DoF blur setup. Using our effects, the reduction was much higher
as the sickness scores improved by 66%. These improvements are with respect
to the normal viewing condition. The randomisation of the order of the sessions ensured that no bias was present in the experimental setup.
Although the use of SSQ for assessing cybersickness has existed for many
years, using physiological measures have gained popularity only recently. Selfreported questionnaires only allow analysis of cybersickness before and after
the experimental session. In some experimental procedures, it can be done at
fixed time instances. However, the use of physiological signals allows continuous monitoring of how the user is feeling. Incorporating physiological signals
such as heart rate allowed us to establish which part of the experimental session contributed more to the sickness. From example, as observed from Figure
24, circular or spiral motion contributed more adversely to the onset of cyberickness as compared to straight line motion.
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4
Depth Perception in Virtual
Environments
Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the environment in 3D and the
distance of objects. In humans, depth perception is performed by a variety of
depth cues. These can be typically classified as monocular or binocular. Monocular cues are the ones which can be represented in only Two-Dimensional
(2D) and requires only one eye. Motion parallax, occlusion and relative size are
examples of such. On the other hand, binocular cues makes use of stereopsis.
Convergence is an example. When humans use a XR device such as an HMD,
they are often presented with conflicting cues. This diminishes their ability to
judge object distances properly. The focus of this chapter is to understand how
visual stimuli can be adjusted to allow users to better perceive depth in XR
systems. For this, a user study is presented on the spatial blurring technique
developed earlier.

4.1 Depth Perception Study
In literature, many researchers have proposed that blurring, especially when
done using DoF effects, can potentially improve the mismatch present between
accommodation and convergence [15, 63]. As a first step to understanding
how visual stimuli can affect depth perception in VR devices, a user study was
conducted using the spatial blurring effects developed previously.

4.1.1 Experimental Setup
The system was implemented using Unity1 operating on an Intel Core i7-9700K
processor equipped with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card. HTC
Vive Pro2 device, which has a resolution of 1440 x 1600 pixels per eye and a
110° field-of-view, was used for interacting with the user.
1 https://unity3d.com/get-unity/download/archive
2 https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-full-kit/
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A virtual scene containing various objects was created. The objects were of
various sizes and shapes and were placed on a table in the virtual scene. Figure
29 shows the top-view of the scattered objects on the observation table. The
subjects were positioned at a fixed distance from the table and were given an
option to perform the experiment while either sitting on a chair or standing.

Figure 29: Top-view of the observation table containing randomly placed objects.

4.1.2 Procedure
Twelve subjects (9 males and 3 females), aged from 18 to 38 years (mean 27.91
± 6.49), who were recruited from students of the University of Genoa completed the experiment. The participants were volunteers and received no reward. All subjects had normal to corrected-to-normal acuity and normal stereo
vision. Four of the subjects were fairly familiar with VR devices while the remaining had never used a VR device before.
The reference object was indicated with a bright yellow spotlight to draw
attention of the user. The users were given 4 seconds to observe the scene,
then they were asked how many objects are at the same depth of the reference one?.
The subjects were then asked to indicate their answer by selecting a number
on a virtual keypad integrated into the scene using a laser pointer attached to
the HTC Vive Pro controller (see Figure 30).
Figure 31 shows a sketch of a trial. The user is positioned approximately 2m
from the table. Objects to be observed on the table are shown in colored circles
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Figure 30: Keypad display used to obtain answers from the test subjects.

and squares. The red square is the reference object while the green objects are
the ones placed at the same scene depth as the reference object. The user has
to look at the red square and perceive how many other objects are at the same
distance from the user. In this scenario, the correct answer is 2.
Each user performed three sessions with each session having 30 trials. In
each session, 15 trials were without the foveated DoF effect and 15 with the
blur enabled. The no blur sessions acted as the control group. The sequence
was random, as a result the two conditions are switched randomly during
the experiment, not introducing any bias. Likewise, for each session, the order of reference objects was also randomly generated without repetition. User
answers for depth perception were recorded for qualitative evaluation.
After completing the experiment, the subjects were asked to fill a subjective
questionnaire in order to evaluate their experience with using the system. The
open questionnaire was composed of the following questions:
• Q1) Do you feel any kind of dizziness after using the system?
• Q2) Did you notice any artifacts while changing the fixation point / were
the transitions from blur to sharp and vice versa smooth?
• Q3) Which system was more realistic/immersive?
• Q4) Which system do you prefer for depth perception?

4.1.3

Data Analysis and Results

The main objective parameter to determine user performance is the accuracy of
the perceived depth during each trial. We computed the true distances of each
object from the user view point in each session and compared it with answers
provided by the user. The number of trials where the user answered correctly
is summarized in Table 9. User performance in the foveated DoF sessions was
better. It can be noted that depth perception in virtual environments is not an
easy task as compared to the real world.
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Figure 31: A sketch of the test scenario. Colored squares and circles are the objects to
be observed (see Figures 29 and 30 for the actual virtual scene observed).

Table 9: Accuracy of each user.

user

blur disabled

blur enabled

AT

6.7%

17.8%

CB

17.8%

20.0%

DG

28.9%

31.1%

GB

4.4%

17.8%

KK

11.1%

26.7%

KM

20.0%

24.4%

NF

15.6%

20.0%

NZ

8.9%

13.3%

RH

20.0%

31.1%

RK

4.4%

26.7%

TK

22.2%

33.3%

YK

31.1%

35.6%

Overall

15.9%

24.8%
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We further investigated the user responses by calculating the error in their
outputs. The error function used was the mean absolute average. Performance
of each user can be seen in Figure 32. Comparing the errors between the trials
with blur disabled and enabled, it can be observed that the performance either
improved considerably or stayed the same. User performance did not deteriorate for any subject. Two of the users (GB and RK) had a high error reduction
in their output.

Figure 32: Mean absolute error with its standard deviation for each subject.

In order to understand whether the user output was biased towards one side
(giving a lower output than the true value or vice versa), the user performance
was compared by computing the mean error (see Figure 33). It can be noticed
that most of the users were overestimating the objects at the same scene depth,
i.e., they gave a higher answer than the true value.

Figure 33: Mean error with its standard deviation for each user.
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A comparison of the combined performance of the subjects is presented in
Table 10. An overall error reduction of approximately 27% for depth perception
was observed.
Table 10: Group mean error along with the standard deviation.

error

blur disabled

blur enabled

Mean Absolute

1.69 ± 0.20

1.33 ± 0.09

Average

1.04 ± 0.33

0.54 ± 0.18

Generally, users found the transitions smooth and did not perceive any noticeable artifacts. Ten of the users preferred the system with blur enabled. One
user (KM) indicated that sometimes the blur provided a distraction while another (DG) indicated that the blur caused confusion in completing the tasks. It
should be noted that none of the subjects knew what the purpose of the blur
effect was or how it was calculated prior to completion of the experiment. Only
1 user (KM) indicated about feeling a minor headache after using the system
though he was slightly nauseous before using the system as well. None of the
other users felt any such symptoms. One user (GB) who was familiar with VR
devices found the blur enabled system to be more realistic and provided with
a better sense of immersion.
Due to the random arrangement of objects, in some trials a few smaller
objects were occluded by bigger objects placed in the line of sight. The test
subjects were unable to notice their presence. Similarly, sometimes the users
had to move their head to bring the reference object into focus, as a result,
some objects were out of the FoV. These factors accounted for some of the
errors in the user performance.

4.1.4

Outcome

The aim of this user study was to understand how spatial blurring affects
depth perception in VR systems. The task was to estimate object depths solely
through visual stimuli. To this aim, users were shown a cluttered virtual environment and they had to estimate objects at a particular distance. All users
underwent two experimental conditions, one with the foveated DoF effects developed in Section 3.1 and the other without any effects.
The data analysis showed a 27% reduction in error with the spatial blur
enabled. The general trend showed that users were overestimating the number
of objects at the reference depth plane. It was also observed that incorporating
spatial blurring effects is not detrimental to user performance. Overall, user
performance was not high, indicating that VR users have difficulty perceiving
depth properly in VEs.
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PART IV

Discussion
The following part provides a summary of the research work done
and a perspective on some open questions and challenges for future
developments to conclude the thesis.

5
Conclusions
The field of Virtual Reality (VR) has had a significant boost in the recent decade. In the past, due to the bulky nature of VR devices and their high costs, its
applications were more or less confined to military training and flight simulators. However, with the advent of compact commercial HMDs, their application domain has expanded. These devices are lightweight and are much
more affordable. These days, the applications of VR technology can be found in
gaming, medical training and minimally invasive surgeries, data visualization,
remote/virtual meetings, edutainment, physical and cognitive rehabilitation,
product design, search and rescue mission training and infotainment. However, the current technology, although quite advanced, is not perfect in bringing the human experience of the real world into the virtual one. A lot of factors
contribute to this such as sensory conflict, restricted Field-of-View (FoV), lower
resolution, lack of proper haptic feedback, embodiment, etc. The focus of this
thesis was mainly on addressing the sensory conflict and the subsequent effects caused by it.
The contribution of this thesis is in two domains. Firstly, a framework was
developed to incorporate spatial blurring into VR applications with the aim
of mitigating the onset of cybersickness. Second is the user study on depth
perception.
Although, the literature is quite vast for the first contribution, the current
work focuses on a hybrid approach. Broadly speaking, in the literature, two
main approaches are highlighted. They either suggest the use of Depth-ofField (DoF) effects or the use of foveated rendering. DoF is based on the properties of lens and occurs commonly in cameras. Depending on the distance
between objects in the environment, a certain amount of blur is present in
the peripheral regions. On the other hand, foveated rendering techniques are
designed to limit the spatial resolution of the peripheral regions in order to
cater for the growing processing and memory demand of the XR industry. The
literature deals with the two approaches separately. Foveated rendering is not
studied as an approach to help cybersickness whereas DoF is proposed as a
measure to remove the visual artifacts introduced by screen effects. Very few
attempts have been made to combine these effects, however, the corresponding
literature makes use of advanced technologies such as ray tracing which are
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not readily available in most current XR systems. On the other hand, the developed technique uses a hybrid approach with the two approaches embedded
into the screen effect. The technique is aimed at reducing the onset of cybersickness and can be applied as a post-processing effect to any XR application
to achieve a more natural virtual environment.
The developed technique uses the Bokeh filter as the smoothing filter. The
algorithm is implemented in four steps using a four-pass shader. The first
pass uses the gaze location to compute the radial distances of each pixel from
the focus point and also computes the Circle of Confusion (CoC) values. The
second and third shader passes apply the DoF and foveation effects respectively to the source image. The last shader pass combines the two effects in a
congruent way to produce an artifact-free scene. The effects were computed
at half-resolution and later up-sampled back to the original resolution. The
system offers sufficient real-time capabilities that are able to meet the frame
rate requirements necessary to cope with fast eye movements. Since the system
requires user gaze as input, it is essential to have an eye-tracking capable VR
device.
A experimental study was carried out in order to understand whether such
effects can actually reduce cybersickness. A custom VR roller-coaster environment was created. This was done so that we have control over the experimental
conditions such as velocity, acceleration, time, etc. Three experimental conditions were evaluated. The first one is the full fidelity condition where no effects
was applied to the VR scene. This condition was included to act as the control
group to have a reference. The second experimental condition was the VR environment with the developed spatial blur enabled. The third was the blur
technique present in the Unity post-processing stack. It should be noted that
this technique only implements the DoF effect. 18 participants took part in this
user study. The HMD used was the HTC Vive Pro Eye which has an integrated
Tobii eye-tracking system. For qualitative analysis, Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) and Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) were used. User heart
rate and gaze measurements were used for quantitative analysis.
The analysis showed that there was a statistically significant reduction in
the onset of cybersickness by incorporating the spatial blurring effects into
the VR environment. More specifically, there was a 27% and 66% reduction
in the sickness scores for the Unity blur and foveated DoF effects respectively
when compared to the normal condition. This observation was also supported
by the heart rate and gaze analysis. Temporal data suggested that circular or
spiral motion tended to affect negatively to cybersickness when compared to
linear motion. The study group was also divided based on gender and age.
The analysis showed that older users were slightly more susceptible to cybersickness. However, no statistically significant difference was observed for the
age groups when undergoing session with the foveated DoF effects enable. The
gender groups produced no difference between the experimental conditions.
There are obvious differences between the scenes presented in the three conditions which may help understand why there is lower sickness induced in the
systems with spatial blur incorporated. The no blur condition presented the
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entire VR scene in high focus which contradicts natural viewing. The Unity
blur condition mimics how lenses work while our technique considers depthof-field and foveation effects together as in natural vision leading to a more
realistic scene. Another possible explanation to why a reduced sickness is observed is optic flow. Motion in the periphery can cause sickness. Motion is
detected by the visual system and hence the motion is seen, but no motion
or little motion is sensed by the vestibular system. By reducing the amount
of information in the peripheral region, the users are less susceptible to this
sensory conflict.
The second contribution of the thesis deals with understanding depth perception in a Virtual Environment (VE). Although there is abundant literature
for depth perception, it mainly focuses on personal space and relies on interaction modalities. On the other hand, in the current work, the emphasizes is put
on understanding how the scene can be visually altered to improve the depth
perception. To this end, a user study was carried out in which the previously
developed foveated DoF effects were used.
Users were asked to identify how many objects in a cluttered environment
were at the same distance to a reference object. Two conditions were considered. The first condition was the VR environment with the foveated DoF
effects enabled. The second was the normal viewing condition which acted as
the control group. 12 participants took part in the study. User errors were used
to quantify the user performance. The analysis showed a 27% reduction in error with the spatial blur enabled. User performance either improved or stayed
the same, indicating that such effects do not have a detrimental effect on user
performance. Most of the users were overestimating the number of objects at
the same scene depth, i.e., a higher answer was given than the correct one.
Generally, in both user studies, the users found the transition in the spatial
blurring effects to be smooth and did not perceive any noticeable artifacts.
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6
Perspective
Virtual Reality (VR) is currently an evolving technology with new headsets
having many new features showing up in the market each year. The prime
focus has been to increase the visual quality of the device such as larger FoV
and better resolution along with making the interaction as natural as possible
by integrating new tools such as haptic gloves. With each new advance in the
field, entrepreneurs and researches are constantly being drawn to the technology. The introduction of eye tracking technology in VR devices has opened
up a new era of how user behaviour can be interpreted. Eye tracking gives
an insight into where the user’s attention is at each moment of the virtual experience and what visual elements trigger each response and behaviour. Eye
tracking can contribute to a more immersive user experience by enabling more
natural interactions through gaze. With the passage of time, it is fair to say that
the VR technology will be able to perfectly replicate or even potentially replace
real-world experiences. To this aim, it is imperative that the newer technology
is based on human physiology and psychology, so that appropriate models
and paradigms can be created that form the basis of VR devices.
A key challenge while rendering to any HMD is maintaining low latency
which is important for achieving a higher sense of immersion and reducing
visual fatigue. With considerable increase in pixel densities found in latest
HMDs, the computational load is ever-increasing. High quality rendering at
low latencies is beyond the current capabilities of VR hardware and software
solutions. Similarly, discrepancies exist between how humans perceive the virtual world and how they perceive the real world causing significant fatigue.
In VR devices, the VE is rendered in pin-sharp focus, allowing them to extract
information from all regions of the projected scene. This is contrary to how
humans perceive in the real world, where humans focus on a certain object
by altering their accommodation and convergence while the surrounding objects appear blurred. The work presented on spatial blurring and cybersickness
offers a new paradigm on how visual fatigue can be reduced in modern consumer headsets. By altering the visual stimuli based on techniques inspired
by the human physiological system, we can bridge the gap between the real
world visual experience and its virtual counterpart.
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The experiments conducted on cybersickness, offered an insight on how to
design VR applications. For example, it was found that circular motion affects
more adversely to cybersickness as compared to linear motion. Such information can be crucial to how VR applications require users to behave in the virtual
world.
The work done on depth perception can help understand how humans use
different cues to perceive virtual objects. An important feature of XR is to project images on to real world objects and also the ability to bring real world
objects inside the virtual world. When users are navigating the VE, they are
also physically moving in the real world. Recently, researches have focused
on mapping the objects in the real world and placing objects of similar size
and shape into the virtual world in order to avoid collisions. For this to work
perfectly, users need to perceive the depths as true as possible. Therefore, it is
essential to eliminate any conflicting depth cues such as VAC for the XR technologies.
To conclude, the work done in this thesis offers a peek into how the VR
technology can be adapted to mimic how human visually perceive their surroundings in the real world. Once the discrepancies in the virtual and real
world experiences have been eliminated, it will open the VR field to a wider
range of audience and applications. Currently, the technology is only used for
short sessions. However, as the technology improves, humans may well be able
to fully immerse themselves in virtual worlds for weeks, potentially even their
entire lives.
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